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Flooding of the Middlebury River has historically caused damage in the East Middlebury Village.  The channel is 
located on an alluvial fan at the base of Middlebury gorge, a location that is inherently unstable due to excessive 
sediment deposition during floods.  Floodwaters have jumped the banks of the Middlebury River during past floods 
causing damage to bridges, roads, houses, lawns, and other infrastructure.  Erosion damages are also common in 
the area.  To address the historic damage due to flooding, the Town of Middlebury embarked on a townwide 
Hazard Mitigation Plan.  As part of that process, to the engineering team conducted a study to guide flood 
resiliency planning, designed flood mitigation practices, and assisted with implementation. 
 
The flood mitigation project included four primary components. 
 

1. Remove large sediment deposits from chute entrances and the top of large sediment bars. 
2. Armor three sections of the existing Ossie Road Berm and an upstream berm. 
3. Repair the existing flood wall near Grist Mill Road Bridge. 
4. Extend the flood wall 150 feet downstream. 

 
This innovative approach to flood mitigation including both structural and non-structural elements was vetted with 
local landowners, state river engineers, and other regulators to gain support for project implementation.  The 
approach was to stabilize the channel banks at key locations, provide erosion relief, increase flood resiliency, while 
also improving instream habitat and water quality.  A unique aspect of the project was the establishment of a long-
term sediment management program, where hydraulic modeling was used to set thresholds that would trigger 
sediment removal.  These sediment removal limits were included in the design plans and regulatory permits 
acknowledge future maintenance needs for flood mitigation at the project site.  Hydraulic modeling also showed 
that maintaining cleared entrances would allow the flood chutes to act as pressure relief valves during floods. 
 
Hydraulic modeling showed that erosion can take place during large floods due to high velocity along the Ossie 
Road Berm that protects the Village from flooding.  The Ossie Road Berm is reported to be unimproved, largely 
consisting of a clay core with surrounding earth and limited stone.  Berm armoring with large stone to resist the 
flood velocities took place in three locations where the channel has been migrating towards the berm. 
 
The existing flood wall downstream of the Grist Mill Road Bridge was repaired as part of the project.  The flood 
wall was undermined during Tropical Storm Irene and subjected to additional scour during the July 2017 flood.  
Steel sheeting was installed at the base of the wall to stabilize and protect the wall against undermining that has 
taken place in the past.  Ground anchors were installed to provide additional stability and increase resistance to 
overturning.  The existing flood wall was extended by 150 feet to replace a section of the Grist Mill Road flood wall 
that collapsed after past flooding. 
 
This project provides value to future water resource engineering as it combines several practices in a flood 
mitigation plan to improve safety and resiliency in a village.  The innovative approaches and state collaboration 
serve as a template for future projects in dynamic alluvial fan areas.  The long public process created enthusiasm 
for engineering practice to implement a project to reduce flood and erosion risks.   Results of the alternatives 
analysis were used to secure grants from FEMA and the State of Vermont to implement the project.  This funding 
was essential to implement the project and gain support for the Town to provide required local matching funds. 
 
The project supports sustainable development practices by driving down flood and erosion risks in East Middlebury 
Village.  Although complex with four distributed work areas, a construction cost of about $1.5M, and varying types 
of practices, the project collectively protects buildings, roads, utilities, and more.  In the end, East Middlebury is a 
safer place to live and work. 


